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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #46 

One of the most frequent questions asked regarding Bible prophecy is what does the 
Bible say about America in this picture?  Most Christian pastors do not want to touch 
this subject and will skate around it, obfuscate, and make lame excuses to their people.   
 
I read Dave Hodges “Common Sense News” every morning.  He usually has four or five 
thought provoking articles.  As a patriot Dave broaches the topics we all should be 
pondering.  With the stolen election by the Chinese Communists, the United States are 
in the gun sites of the Chinese Communist Party.  28 States used the Chinese-owned 
Dominion Voting Software, which was originally made for Venezuela.  Patrick Byrne, co-
founder of “OverStock.com” had a copy of the operations manual, and he discovered 
the machines could be hacked 2-dozen ways to change the voting outcome.  Dave 
Hodges posted this short report this morning, January 7, 2021.  I share it as a preface to 
what I want to address in the Diamond & Nugget.   
 
 

The Planned CHICOM Depopulation and Occupation of 
America Just Cleared Its Biggest Hurdle 

Submitted by Dave Hodges on Thursday, January 7, 2021. 
 
The Democrats have successfully stolen an election. And many Republicans are 
complicit in the treason being perpetrated by the Democrats. All of America is now on 
big swamp where nobody is safe. The CHICOMS have their President, their puppet, 
their biggest ally in Biden-Harris.  
 
One intelligence source that monitored the live results of the General Election told me 
that Trump received 103 million votes and Biden 37 million votes. Trump won all states, 
except for New York. The scale and scope of this fraud was deeply embedded within 
both political parties as well as international interests as well. This certainly reflects the 
crowd size at all rallies that we witnessed during the campaign.  
 
The control of our court system, including the Supreme Court is so complete that not 
one ounce of evidence for voter fraud was considered by any court. Not one opening 
statement was offered, not one affidavit was read into the court record, and not one 
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witness was deposed. No official body has ever considered the massive evidence of 
voter fraud and the biggest perpetrators are under CHICOM control.  
 
Nearly all the senior state and major city elected officials in Arizona, California, 
Colorado, Washington, New Mexico, New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Georgia, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Ohio, Nevada, Oregon, Hawaii, Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut, 
Delaware, Virginia, Minnesota, Rhode Island, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Colorado, and 
Washington DC are totally compromised by both the Deep State and the Communist 
Chinese.  Even Montana and Texas are experiencing takeovers and will be totally 
compromised and complete by 2024. If you are unfortunate enough to live in one of 
these states, you are living in occupied territory. America has been totally conquered. 
The American government is no more. It is a provisional government run by the new 
world policeman, Communist China. The globalist puppets are in place and America is 
about to experience its darkest days.  
 
America has crossed the Rubicon. One is either a persecutor of traditional American 
values, or one is, or is about to be persecuted. There is no middle ground Please allow 
me to remind all Americans that the Deagel Report has clearly spoken out on this issue. 
 

By 2025, at the latest, only 100 million Americans will be left alive 
 United States of America Projected Changes from 2014-2025 
Year:  2013 
Population:  316 million 
Gross Domestic Product: $17 trillion GDP per capita: $52,838 Budget: $5.8 
trillion Military Budget: $726 billion 
  
Forecast 2025 
Population: 69 million 
Gross Domestic Product: $921 billion GDP per capita: $13,328 Military 
Budget:  $8.0 billion 

  
The general breakdown of this projected United States calamity is as follows: 
 
GDP Reduction represents nearly a 1,700% reduction. America is on the way to being 
totally broke and this would make it impossible for America to even spend their way out 
of the Greatest Depression.  
 
Based on per capita income, Americans will be making approximately 25% of what they 
were making in 2014. No doubt that the so-called pandemic and the resulting lockdowns 
played a role in this travesty. However, when one looks at the following, clearly the U.S. 
is destroyed in a subsequent war. With numbers like these, one would expect severe 
food vulnerability for many in the population. The dollar will be destroyed and precious 
metals will be unaffordable. Crime rates will be off the chart. Gangs associated with 
resource acquisition will proliferate in all urban areas. Traditional “blue cities” will 
resemble the conditions in Bosnia in 1992. Some urban areas will be so violent that not 
even President Harris’ storm troopers will be able to enter. Under Continuity of 
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Government programs, I expect these urban areas to be cordoned off by the federal 
government in order that some of the resulting chaos and spin off effects will be 
somewhat contained.    
  
Military spending in 2025 is projected to have reduced by over 900% by the year 2025. 
This is catastrophic and renders the United States incapable of defending themselves.  
 

What Happened to Our Country? 
First and foremost, the Chinese took the long-game approach. Since the days of Nixon 
and Kissinger, the CHICOMS have worked at penetrating America’s economic system 
and political structure. A clear example of this penetration can be exemplified with two 
relevant examples. Senator Dianne Feinstein entered the Senate as a millionaire. 
However, with the sweetheart deals that her Senate position offered her husband’s 
business affairs, she will be retiring, of dying in office, as billionaires. This family has 
made major money in trading with the CHICOMS. And please don’t forget that Feinstein 
was discovered to have had a CHICOM driver, for 20 years, that was later to be 
determined to be a Chinese spy. Yet, nothing happened to Feinstein. There was no 
investigation because this is an accepted practice in today’s America. Clearly, with the 
Feinstein family’s CHICOM business ties, added on top of the spy incident, she should 
have been investigated as a traitor. However, her ill-gotten gains is ignored by the MSM 
as is the same with Newsom, Ducey, Hobbs, Kemp, and let’s not forget about those 
politicians who actually are sleeping with the enemy.  
 
The CHICOM long-game approach was in evidence during the Clinton Presidency when 
Vice-President, Al Gore, got caught passing Silkworm missile technology to the 
CHICOM military. Nothing happened to Gore. Today, the Biden crime family has passed 
F-35 technology to the Chinese in 2015 and many think that the components of the 
COVID were passed along by Hunter Biden and Burisma in the same year. Joe Biden is 
clearly implicated by eyewitness revelations as well as the infamous laptop revelations. 
Nothing ever sticks to these traitors who represent the CHICOM regime.  
 
The Chinese have infiltrated Congress, our Universities to brainwash our young adults, 
the NBA and Hollywood. We used to mock China for the live organ extractions of 
various persecuted groups in China. Now, no criticism of China is allowed. The 
CHICOMS were even allowed to change the invading force in the remake of the Red 
Dawn movie from the CHICOMS to the North Koreans. Over the decades, the 
CHICOMS have even managed to penetrate state and local politics. The governors and 
Secretary of State personnel associated with the states of California, Georgia, Arizona, 
Michigan and several others have allegedly received cash payouts, campaign donations 
through American corporations controlled by the CHICOMS and through CHICOM 
based interests administered by George Soros. In an upcoming article, I will be covering 
10 American corporations controlled by the CHICOMS that will shock the readers.  
 
The CHICOMS are involved in Dominion voting machines, the vaccines, COVID testing, 
etc. The coronavirus is an act of war perpetrated by China. The lockdowns carried out 
by CHICOM friendly governors and mayors are part of the Chinese long-strategy to 
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destroy America’s ability to carry on a prolonged war against the CHICOMS by 
destroying the industrial base of this country. Also, the so-called election of Biden/Harris 
will see free trade agreements reintroduced which will bolster the CHICOM economy 
while devastating the America economy.  
 
What is Next? 
I am going to write a series of articles which will project what lies ahead for America in 
great detail. However, in this installment, I want to point out the near-term strategy of 
the CHICOMS.  
 
First, it was Antifa and Antifa-related interests that led the assault on Congress. 
However, many MAGA supporters got caught up in the group think and attacked as 
well. MAGA supporters should not have done that because conservatives can now be 
called domestic terrorists and this will be used as the pre-emptive reason to incarcerate 
many Americans in FEMA camps disguised as COVID isolation camps (i.e. medical 
martial law). The extermination that will follow will no doubt contribute greatly to the 
population reduction of the United States.  
 
In the near term, Biden-Harris will push and push their radical agenda until America 
breaks and yesterday’s events become common all across the country. When that 
happens the civil war will be on. This plays directly into Chinese military strategy. In the 
short-term, the Chinese need to secure Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea. Vietnam 
with the Philippines, New Zealand, Canada and Australia are next. The ultimate prize, in 
the long-term, will be America, with no Americans left.  
 
When the civil war commences, CHICOM troops in great numbers will cross both our 
northern and southern borders. This will be designed to occupy many American troops 
from intervening in Asia and the South China Sea, specifically. Once the CHICOMS 
secure much of Asia, then they will turn their attention on carrying out their genocidal 
plans for America followed by a massive Chinese repopulation of North America. Can 
anything repulse this planned CHICOM invasion and subsequent extermination of 
Americans? I can find no evidence that a resistance can mounted to the level needed to 
save the country and the citizens within it. 
 
In the next installment, we will look at the domestic controls that are about ready to be 
experienced by all Americans by the Biden-Harris communist interests.”   
 
I encourage you to read Dave Hodges site “Common Sense News”.  My AOL censors 
block me from saving Dave’s articles and that should tell you he is a true American 
Patriot and his work is worth the time in reading.  I’m a nobody on the Internet, but it 
reflects to the depths the deep state minions will go to keep me from sharing truth.   
 
Facebook has suspended President Donald Trump indefinitely, citing the protests at the 
Capitol building Wednesday, January 6th, 2020. The company says it feels the “risks” of 
allowing Trump to continue using the platform “are simply too great.” 
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According to a post by Mark Zuckerberg, Trump has been suspended from Facebook 
and Instagram indefinitely. Previously, the company had suspended the president from 
both platforms for 24 hours. 
 
In the post, Zuckerberg said the president would not access the platforms for “at least 
the next two weeks until the peaceful transition of power is complete.” 
 
In the post, Zuckerberg alleged that Trump used the platform to “condone rather than 
condemn the actions of his supporters at the Capitol building.” 
 
However, the President did tell the rioters to go home. “But you have to go home now. 
We have to have peace. We have to have law and order. We have to respect our great 
people in law and order. We don’t want anybody hurt,” Trump said in the video. 
 
Zuckerberg’s post also confirmed that the president’s post yesterday was removed 
because it “would provoke further violence.” 
 
The president has never been to Facebook jail, even though his posts have been 
censored in the past. Zuckerberg explained that “the current context is now 
fundamentally different, involving the use of our platform to incite violent insurrection 
against a democratically elected government.” 
 
Snapchat has also suspended Trump’s account indefinitely. He was placed in Twitter 
jail for 12 hours.  Mark Zuckerberg's statement in full: 
 
"The shocking events of the last 24 hours clearly demonstrate that President Donald 
Trump intends to use his remaining time in office to undermine the peaceful and lawful 
transition of power to his elected successor, Joe Biden. 
 
His decision to use his platform to condone rather than condemn the actions of his 
supporters at the Capitol building has rightly disturbed people in the US and around the 
world. We removed these statements yesterday because we judged that their effect — 
and likely their intent — would be to provoke further violence. 
 
Following the certification of the election results by Congress, the priority for the whole 
country must now be to ensure that the remaining 13 days and the days after 
inauguration pass peacefully and in accordance with established democratic norms. 
 
Over the last several years, we have allowed President Trump to use our platform 
consistent with our own rules, at times removing content or labeling his posts when they 
violate our policies. We did this because we believe that the public has a right to the 
broadest possible access to political speech, even controversial speech. But the current 
context is now fundamentally different, involving use of our platform to incite violent 
insurrection against a democratically elected government. 
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We believe the risks of allowing the President to continue to use our service during this 
period are simply too great. Therefore, we are extending the block we have placed on 
his Facebook and Instagram accounts indefinitely and for at least the next two weeks 
until the peaceful transition of power is complete." 
 
In case you do not know this, Mark Zuckerberg is a CIA cut-out [front man] for a CIA 
operation, stolen proprietary software produced by Michael McKibben, CEO of Leader 
Technology of Columbus, Ohio.   Mark Zuckerberg never wrote a line of code in his life. 
The engineers and programmers of Leader Technology invested around $10-million into 
what is known as the social media platform of Facebook!  They wrote the original 
software which the CIA and IBM-Eclipse stole and merely put their label on it.  The 
proprietary software application contains original date-stamped coding which is found in 
all computer programming software.   
 
When you write a computer program, you write it a readable language, English in this 
case, and when the program is completed, it is put through what is called a “compiler” 
program.  The “compiler” converts the readable instruction to computer machine- 
language, which today is digital, in most cases is an untranslatable series of ‘zeros’ and 
‘ones’. Translating machine language back into a readable form is virtually impossible to 
re-translate back into English!  The original source code for what is today called 
Facebook bears a hidden embedded date stamp, thus authenticating the true owner of 
the proprietary software.  Leader Technology has a $1-trillion law suit against the U.S. 
for theft of their creative proprietary property.   
 
The important fact about Mr. Zuckerberg and Facebook is that the CIA is implicated in 
the efforts to get rid of President Trump the past four years.  The CIA is really at the top, 
the Catholic Intelligence Agency.  The CIA killed President John F. Kennedy in 1964.  
By that I am saying they carried out the execution at the behest of the cabal consisting 
of the Masonic/Jesuit Vatican and their banking arm of the House of Rothschild.  I wrote 
several articles on the CIA’s loyalty to the Jesuit-controlled Vatican.  They are not 
Catholic or even Christian, they are Satanists cloaked in clerical garb!  In fact, an Italian 
IT specialist has signed an affidavit implicating the government of Italy, and the Vatican, 
for being behind the global plan to overthrow the 2020 Presidential Election.  This is a 
story that is unfolding as I write this “Diamond & Nugget”.  The Jesuits planned as far 
back as 1776, to overthrow the Republic.  I have wrote about this in my series on “The 
Beast Empire.”   
 
What I wanted to highlight from Dave Hodges post was the Deagel Report data on page 
2 above.  In another article I did a few weeks ago, I shared the background as to 
ownership of the Deagel Report,  The Deagel Report Dave quotes from has been on the 
Internet going back some fifteen years, and the data mentioned has been on the site 
since 2005, so we have something with long record of existence.   
 
Deagel.com. originated August 31, 2003, as an international defense oriented website, 
coalescing extremely sensitive military infrastructure information, referenced from other 
military organizations, into one site.  The site raised internet concerns when it published 
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predictions for a U.S. population of just 65-million people in 2025, a decrease of over 
260-million people! 
 
It has been alleged to have ties with the NSA, NATO, UN, the World Bank, Stratfor, 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe OSCE, as well as the Russian Defense 
Procurement Agency. 
 
One look at their web site and you understand how these connections might be 
possible, because there is a ton of sensitive information detailed on this one site. 
 
Since its inception in 2003, the site has expanded into global economic information as 
well.  The excitement came about as discoverers of the site noticed that Deagel’s 
prediction for 2025 U.S. population is just 65-million people. 
 
Since the U.S. 2020 Census, the current population is 331-million. To make such a 
prediction is quite an alarming decrease to be predicting.  It suggests of a much larger 
agenda and players behind this prediction. 
 
As alarm started to spread across the internet, Deagel reportedly tried to say that it had 
been hacked, and the low U.S. number was the result of that hack, but a careful 
examination of the website shows a different story that should raise a “Spock eyebrow” 
for some. 
 
According to their own website, Deagel has been speculating on population since 2008. 
(No predictions previous to 2008 were found.)  It began with the Obama deep state 
election of 2008 
 
Since that time, Deagel has been consistently predicting an ever diminishing U.S. 
population, so for them to suggest that their site was hacked to lower their estimate is 
extremely disingenuous at the least, and a bald faced lie at the worst. 
 
The interesting thing is, not all countries drop in population. Some do, while others 
don’t. The US appears to show the worst drop of all.  It corroborates a view that there 
has been a major plan in process to bring down the U.S. as a world player and 
sovereign state. 
 
China is one of those countries that continually show growth, according to Deagel.com. 
According to the site’s predictions, China is slated to become the new world economic 
leader. 
 
Perhaps most surprising of all is the revelation of who is behind Deagel, and to find that 
answer, Which is was the solution. Early researchers were able to uncover that the 
person behind the website was none other than former government insider, Edwin 
Deagle.  Deagle (spelled differently than the website’s name) was Undersecretary of the 
Air Force under President Bill Clinton.  Edwin Deagle is also listed as an active member 
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of the CFR (Council on Foreign Relations).  That should immediately set off bells and 
buzzers in the reader mind. 
 
Perhaps most telling of all is the interesting fact that Deagle is the Director for 
International Relations for the Rockefeller Foundation, one of the leading eugenic 
supporters in the world.  Do I have your attention now? 
 
Just as interesting, it appears that once this information became public, in 2015 a 
concerted effort was made to hide Deagle’s name from the Who is information 
directory…. It is no longer listed, as of October 2015. 
 
Deagle wrote the foreword to the book, ‘World Energy Survey’, by Ruth Sivard, 2nd  
edition (1981), in which he predicted a mass exodus from the U.S.  
 
One thing is clear from looking at Deagel.com… someone with highly placed 
connections has published a ton of highly sensitive military and economic information 
onto one website and is making dramatic predictions about world government. For 
someone to be able to coalesce this kind of information takes incredible effort and vast 
government and military resources. 
 
To forecast a dramatic drop-off in U.S. population is no small feat. It certainly has 
garnered a great deal of world attention. And there is no way that 260 million people will 
be logistically able to leave the U.S. for foreign nations in the short span of just 5 years. 
That many people moving all at once is just impossible! 
 
How will approximately 260 million people disappear based upon what the Deagel’s 
Report predicts?  War, Chemtrail pathogen spraying, viruses, vaccines, natural 
disasters, pestilence, starvation, EMP attack of electrical grid, Left-wing purge of 
Christians and Patriots, Chinese invasion, a combined Chinese/Russian nuclear attack, 
or perhaps something unexpected such as the Pre-Tribulation Rapture.   
 
Just since I posted the last Blessed Hope, Reuters News reported on Friday, January 
8th, 2020, Iran’s elite Revolutionary Guards unveiled an underground missile base at an 
undisclosed Gulf location on Friday, Iranian state media reported, at a time of 
heightened tension between Tehran and the United States. 
 
“The base is one of several bases housing the Guards’ Navy’s strategic missiles,” the 
state media quoted the head of the Guards, Major General Hossein Salami, as saying. 
Last year, the Guards said Iran had built underground “missile cities” along the Gulf 
coastline, warning of a “nightmare for Iran’s enemies”. “These missiles have ranges of 
hundreds of kilometers, enjoy pinpoint accuracy and huge destructive power, and can 
overcome the enemy’s electronic warfare equipment,” Salami said. 
 
He said the base was “one of several bases housing the Navy’s strategic missiles.” 
There have been periodic confrontations in the Gulf in recent years between the Guards 
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and the U.S. military, which has accused the Guards’ navy of sending fast attack boats 
to harass U.S. warships as they pass the Strait of Hormuz. 
 
Tensions have been high between Tehran and Washington since 2018, when President 
Donald Trump exited the 2015 nuclear deal between Iran and six world powers which 
limits the Islamic Republic’s nuclear program and imposed sanctions that have crippled 
the country’s economy.  
 

 
 
Given the public alarm over the Georgia Guide Stones, which suggest to many a culling 
of the earth’s population to the designated 500-million engraved on the stones, coupled 
with the concern over GMO food and government aerial spraying of our skies with toxic 
chemtrails, (and might I add a pathogen given the name of COVID to this list?) it is no 
wonder people are concerned about a predicted drop in population. 
 
We all know the globalists have been greatly concerned about the loss of fossil fuels 
that puts so much money in their pockets. This is why they have pumped money into 
the private sector to develop solar and wind energy along with looking for the solution to 
nuclear fusion. Then, after a big discovery is made, and even after such discoveries are 
patented, the globalists steal the ideas and the patents for their future use to line their 
future pockets. 
 
I have said and shared this for a purpose, and that is to wake people up.  Get over the 
theft of the 2020 election.  You know it and the Internet is full of data showing how the 
election was stolen.  You can never have trust in the election process again. 
ELECTRONIC VOTING CAN BE RIGGED, THE 2020 ELECTION CONFIRMS THIS 
FACT!  One thing that President Donald Trump did for us was to set the trap to expose 
those in this world who are behind the evil effort to destroy the United States.  We know 
President Donald J. Trump won the election, that fact no one can ever disprove. Joe 
Biden is a cheap politician who would sell his mother for a few million dollars.  His 
brothers, his children, all are members of a crime family just as the case with Nancy 
Pelosi.  Kamala Harris was nothing more than a cheap whore, she never met the 
requirements for presidential office.  She peddles lies exposing her excrement and slept 
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her way to Senator.  The former mayor Willy Brown of San Francisco confirmed that 
fact. 
 
The Constitution has been in shreds since George H.W. Bush became the president.  It 
has been a slow process to watch the decline of our country, our Constitution, and the 
corruption that has put us into debt to over $27-trillion dollars.  The America that once 
was, has never been since the Jesuit-Vatican and its financial arm The House of 
Rothschild got President Wilson to sign into law, and the nation’s death certificate in the 
form of the creation of the Federal Reserve on Christmas Eve, 1913.  President 
Wilson’s death bed confession said it all.   
 
“I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial 
nation is controlled by its system of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. The 
growth of the nation, therefore, and all our activities are in the hands of a few men. We 
have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely controlled and 
dominated Governments in the civilized world -- no longer a Government by free 
opinion, no longer a Government by conviction and the vote of the majority, but a 
Government by the opinion and duress of a small group of dominant men.” 
 
Treason is the new Law of the Land!  The Democrats have successfully stolen an 
election. And many Republicans are complicit in the treason being perpetrated by the 
Democrats. All of America is now on big swamp where nobody is safe. The CHICOMS 
have their President, their puppet, their biggest ally in Biden-Harris.  
 
One intelligence source that monitored the live results of the general election revealed 
that Trump received 103 million votes and Biden 37 million votes. Trump won all states, 
except for New York. The scale and scope of this fraud was deeply embedded within 
both political parties as well as international interests as well. This certainly reflects the 
crowd size at all rallies that we witnessed during the campaign.  
 
The control of our court system, including the Supreme Court is so complete that not 
one ounce of evidence for voter fraud was considered by any court. Not one opening 
statement was offered, not one affidavit was read into the court record, and not one 
witness was deposed. No official body has ever considered the massive evidence of 
voter fraud and the biggest perpetrators are under CHICOM control. 
 
The clock is ticking and with less than two weeks until the inauguration event, we should 
be alert to: 
 

Get ready for the INSURRECTION ACT 
 
Even a Stealthy Insurrection via Naked Election Theft Demands the 
Invocation of the Insurrection Act. 
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The Armchair Political Analyst 
 
SOTN Exclusive 
2020 POTUS Election Theft = Covert Communist Insurrection 
The Democrat insurrectionists have acted treasonously throughout the 2020 election 
cycle. 
The seditious Deep State has fully supported this ongoing insurrection. 
The U.S. Intelligence Community has closely collaborated with the Democrat Party. 
The Mainstream Media has both facilitated and covered up the insurrection. 
Big Tech and Big Social Media have colluded with all of these bad actors. 
The DoJ, FBI and C.I.A. are the three primary institutional pillars abetting and protecting 
the insurrectionists. 
 
Of course, the U.S. Supreme Court is also a major player which has enabled the 
insurrection to occur under a cloak of judicial protection. See: The U.S. Supreme Court 
Is Now Complicit in the International Criminal Conspiracy to Steal the 2020 
Election and Overthrow the POTUS. 
 
The international banksters such as the Rothschild’s and Rockefeller’s have funded the 
insurrection. 
 
International criminals and color revolutionists such as bagman George Soros openly 
flout U.S. federal law and proclaimed their intentions to overthrow the POTUS. 
 
Democrat governors and mayors commit crimes against their states and the nation 
through their criminal acts of commission and omission which have aided the 
insurrectionists. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=42264
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41146
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41146
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41146
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U.S. Congressional Democrat leadership has trampled on law and order to cultivate a 
nationwide environment of lawlessness and anarchy so that the insurrection can take 
place without response. 
 
All the while, the New World Order globalist cabal uses America’s enemies, both foreign 
and domestic, to sow seeds of chaos, conflict and confusion throughout every sphere of 
life to assist the brazen insurrection. 
 
Likewise, cultural Marxists have greatly accelerated the irreparable tearing of the fabric 
of American society to create an atmosphere of turmoil and tumult, instability and 
turbulence. 
 

Insurrection Act 
In light of these and many other deliberate acts to destabilize the United States of 
America, President Trump possesses the legal authority to invoke the Insurrection Act. 
 
At this late date, the invocation of the Insurrection Act remains the only viable way to 
save the American Republic from a full-blown communist takeover by the Left. 
 
Clearly, imposters Joe Biden and Kamala Harris were only selected by the globalist 
masters to oversee as mere puppets the planned Bolshevik revolution. 
 
Such a surreptitious color revolution will proceed swiftly under an illegitimate Biden 
presidency.  It will be morphed into a full-scale civil war should the Bolshevik 
revolutionary phase not achieve the complete takeover of the U.S. Federal Government 
and civil society. 
 
KEY POINT:  It’s never been so imperative for the Patriot Movement to understand the 
parallels between the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution / 1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic scheme 
& the 2020 Coronavirus Pandemic / Democrat’s Communist Revolution.  This HUGE 
story is — by far — the most important for every American to properly comprehend 
before the communist overthrow is completed. (See: The Democrat-Run COMMUNIST 
TAKEOVER PLOT Is About Ready To Go Prime Time) 
 
Furthermore, folks need to become aware of the fact that THE GREAT 
SCAMDEMIC, THE GREAT RESET and THE GREAT STEALECTION were all carried 
out in the same year with highly purposeful design.  Perhaps the primary goal of these 
extremely disruptive events is the ultimate collapse of the American Republic. 
 
The communist-run Democrat Party has been used for decades to execute a slow-
motion controlled demolition of the 50 states, so now their NWO plan is nearly 
complete.  Therefore, it’s of paramount importance for president Trump to act decisively 
and expeditiously.  Which translates to the immediate invocation of the Insurrection Act. 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
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Just an FYI for the Patriot Movement that the POTUS can secretly invoke the 
Insurrection Act and be ready to spring into action when the communist insurrectionists 
least expect it. 
 
Hence, it’s vital that every Patriot be prepared, be locked and loaded, and be ready to 
support the President in the event of a violent communist insurgency.  The sanctuary 
cities and blue states are already firmly controlled by Democrat traitors, so that’s where 
conservatives really need to be on guard. 
 
KEY POINT: Electoral insurrection is every bit as effective and dangerous as a violent 
insurrection. See: 2020 Election Theft is Nothing Short of a Soft Coup and Electoral 
Insurrection—But by who exactly? 
 

Multiple Layers of the Counter-insurgency Plan 
There are several essential governmental initiatives that Team Trump has been 
clandestinely planning.  Each of these endeavors is critical to the success of foiling the 
Democrat’s insurrection.  For example: Imposter Joe Biden Must Be Arrested, 
Prosecuted and Incarcerated for the Good of the Republic. 
 
The Insurrection Act provides for every single major organ of the Mainstream Media to 
be shut down or taken over just as the C.I.A. does in every banana republic undergoing 
one of their color revolutions.  Whoever controls the media totally controls the country 
as Patriots have seen since Trump first declared in June of 2015.  And, as 
conservatives across the USA have felt since the very beginning of the manufactured 
Covid Plandemic. 
 
More importantly, the FBI must be closed down, the CIA forever dissolved and the DoJ 
shuttered until the subversive communists can be frog-marched out of the Robert F. 
Kennedy Department of Justice Building. 
 
For that matter, the entire US Intel Community will have to be majorly overhauled post-
haste if there is to be any semblance of law and order in America in 2021 and 
beyond.  Because there are so many protected SES employees populating these most 
dangerous Deep State entities, they will all need to be purged before they are cunningly 
used to override Trump’s Insurrection Act implementation plans. 
 
Similarly, there are many entities throughout Corporate America that will have to be 
suspended until their treasonous leadership can be removed.  Many of those corporate 
entities will have to be nationalized temporarily until they can prove they will no longer 
function as enemies of the American people. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=38799
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=38799
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41775
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41775
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Bottom Line: There is no stopping the POTUS from using the Insurrection Act during 
these profoundly perilous times.  The National Guard will be utilized as never before to 
maintain law and order wherever Democrats now operate with intentional lawlessness 
and utter impunity.  Most significantly, activated state militias will be necessary to 
ensure local communities are not taken over by so many communist petty tyrants and 
Democrat despots.  Every righteous Oathkeeper, military veteran, hunter and gun 
owner ought to be prepared to enlist in the local militia.  BLM mercenaries, AntiFa 
terrorists, OFA revolutionaries and Sunrise insurrectionists abound across the 
land.  They must be treated with extreme caution and overwhelming force whenever 
necessary. 
 

Defining Moment of 2021 
January 6th of 2021 will undoubtedly present a crucial and defining moment for 
President Trump.  Therefore, it’s quite urgent for each and every Patriot to galvanize 
their U.S. Senators and House Members to protest the stolen election like there’s no 
tomorrow.  The more courageous the congressional outcry and dissent surrounding the 
Democrat’s epic election theft, the more power is conferred upon the POTUS to reverse 
the falsely declared outcome BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY AND BY EVERY MEANS 
POSSIBLE. 
 
Watch Out for the Explosion of Election Theft Truth in the U.S. Congress on 
January 6th! 
 
Conclusion 
“The POTUS must have military law enforcement 
(after invoking the Insurrection Act) apprehend 
each and every high-level traitor and coup plotter 
with one perfectly timed series of simultaneous 
surgical strikes—PERIOD.” 
 
Source: “President Trump Must Take Out ALL Traitors With One Strike” 
Why this pivotal approach is so urgent and integral to the success of invoking the 
Insurrection Act is due to the following stark reality: 
 

THERE WILL BE NO SECOND CHANCE 
Perhaps most significantly, the swift application of the Insurrection Act is clearly the 
single best way for the country to avoid a bloody and protracted civil war. 
State of the Nation 
December 18, 2020 
 
The Millennium Report posted their analysis of the Insurrection Act, and if you read it 
close, timing is extremely critical.  This has been obvious since the Demon-crats and 
the communists seeking to overthrow the U.S. have virtually shut down social media, to 
prevent President Donald J. Trump from mobilizing the American public and Trump 
followers.  I was somewhat hesitant a few weeks ago in sharing the State of the 
Nation’s analysis of the culmination of four years of luring the Deep State into a series 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=42089
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=42089
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=39436
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=42264
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of traps to expose the elements in this country that are working to destroy the U.S.A.  
What has been a twist of events in the past day or two has been the revelation that the 
Italian government working in consort with UK GSQ and the Vatican are behind the 
massive plan to steal the 2020 Presidential election towards their Catholic choice for 
president – Joseph Biden, who by the way is not well-liked by conservative Roman 
Catholics in the U.S.  I posted an article on December 20th, Will President Trump Be 
“Trumped” By The Jesuit Vatican In The U.S. Supreme Court .  Its relevance turns out 
to be far more important than when I first wrote it!   
 

The revelations about the Italian Government and the Vatican being behind the 
overthrow of President Trump came as no real surprise to me; however, its timing, and 
sovereign nations involved are added justification for President Donald J. Trump to 
execute the Insurrection Act.  It may have been already activated.  Keep aware of the 
EBS (Emergency Broadcasting Service).  If the Insurrection Act has not been activated 
yet as some have reported, it will be very soon! 
 
 
Other notes 
 
1. Trump didn’t run for only 4 years term 
2. Trump was approached by the military to run 
3. Trumps entire win is a military operation 
4. Trumps first 4 years was about draining the swamp 
5. The swamp was deep and incorporated every industry in the world, banking, movie, 
pharmaceutical, food, you name it they controlled it. Just check his EOs. 
6. Barack Obama before leaving office signed an executive order to pardon anyone 
prior of any crimes in the government 
7. Deep State could not be tried for those crimes after Obummer left office 
8. The military needed to catch them in the act committing crimes now 
9. Trump said: orderly transition of power. Yes, from company to the Republic 
10. “Our incredible journey is only just beginning“ 
11. The military is in control 
12. We are watching a movie, mostly optics 
13. Trump won an overwhelming victory 
14. Deep state got caught in treason on a fraudulent election and then a coup to remove 
a sitting president for a second time. Only 7 objected. 
15. From now until January 20th it will be rocky. 
16. Trump has said over and over, we have it all! All their crimes 
 
You are about to see proof that the Vatican is now implemented in The Steal [Attempted 
re-taking - a Coup - of America from TRUMP / Patriots]. Many reading this may wonder 
as to why the Vatican would involve itself in a so-called American election. The Answer 
is because America has been operated (occupied) by agents of the CROWN – 
VATICAN for over 150 years and when Trump took office he moved to take back our 
nation from the Black Nobility Child Sacrificing Crime cartel behind the Crown (Vatican) 
criminal Luciferian cabal.   
 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/WPT.pdf
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/WPT.pdf
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More information is forthcoming on the Vatican actions through several countries to 
overthrow the election of Donald J. Trump.   Bradley Johnson, a former CIA agent and 
chief of one of the intelligence agency stations, revealed how Italy had a crucial role in 
what could be described as an international coup d’état against Donald Trump.  
 
“Let me say, as an Italian American I find this invasion into our election quite insulting. 
You got to ask yourself why is it the Italian guy has his arms crossed; what is he 
protecting himself from?  
 
Obama sold our country down the river, over the ocean and mostly to the CCP! He was 
the worst president this country has ever seen.  
 
This group has every intention of eliminating millions of us, depopulation.  
 
The ONLY way I can see to stand in the way of the full on nightmare is to support 
President Donald Trump. Let's make it happen and do continue to pray!  
 
The courts that refused to hear his case will now pay and may they pay in a big way! It 
is time to set our Republic straight, it is time to talk about truth and not hide it under the 
rug like the leftists do. The whole time they think they are behind the truth.  
 
The biggest thing to understand here is exactly how many of your family members are 
you willing to loose. It is no doubt that the bastards of the want to be nwo will gladly kill 
millions of us.  
 
It is no doubt that they fully intend to set off explosives in any area where senators 
stood their ground as they should.  
 
The senators who stood their ground did the right thing and it is only by doing this that 
humanity will survive. The left plans are surrounding transhumansim, cyborg and 
eliminating much of the population, as in at least 85%.  Have heard that it has gone up 
to 90%. Course they have to keep around a few blood banks as it were, (people with the 
blood they need).  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 
Bradley Johnson, a former CIA agent and chief of one of the intelligence agency 
stations, revealed how Italy had a crucial role in what could be described as an 
international coup d’état against Donald Trump.  
 
“Let me say, as an Italian American I find this invasion into our election quite insulting. 
You got to ask yourself why is it the Italian guy has his arms crossed; what is he 
protecting himself from?  
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Obama sold our country down the river, over the ocean and mostly to the CCP! He was 
the worst president this country has ever seen.  
 
This group has every intention of eliminating millions of us, depopulation.  
 
The ONLY way I can see to stand in the way of the full on nightmare is to support 
President Donald Trump. Let's make it happen and do continue to pray!”  
 
The courts that refused to hear his case will now pay and may they pay in a big way! It 
is time to set our Republic straight, it is time to talk about truth and not hide it under the 
rug like the leftists do. The whole time they think they are behind the truth.  
 
The biggest thing to understand here is exactly how many of your family members are 
you willing to loose. It is no doubt that the bastards of the want to be nwo will gladly kill 
millions of us.  
 
It is no doubt that they fully intend to set off explosives in any area where senators 
stood their ground as they should.  
 
The senators who stood their ground did the right thing and it is only by doing this that 
humanity will survive. The left plans are surrounding trans-humanism, cyborg and 
eliminating much of the population, as in at least 85%. Have heard that it has gone up to 
90%. Course they have to keep around a few blood banks as it were, (people with the 
blood they need).  
 
Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano reported the Catholic Church Is Infiltrated by Globalists: 
“There is a group of conspirators who have worked and still work in the heart of the 
Church” for the interests of the globalist elite, Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano told “War 
Room.” He called this group the deep church and explained that their goal is to 
demolish the papacy and secure power.  Cardinal Vigano stopped short of naming this 
element in the Vatican but his many remarks point exactly to the Jesuits, who hold all 
the major positions in the Vatican. 
 
The deep church has also cooperated with the “deep state” in America and their 
contacts were facilitated in the 1990s by a former American cardinal carrying out 
political missions in China on behalf of the U.S. administration, said Vigano, a former 
Vatican ambassador to the United States. The deep state is a term some use to reflect 
the belief that there are influential people behind the scenes controlling government 
policy. 
 
Vigano believes that the agreement on the appointment of bishops in China between 
the Vatican and the Chinese regime that, in his words, “deprived Chinese Catholics of 
the indefectible defense that the Papacy had always been for them,” is an act of 
complicity of the deep church with the Chinese communist regime allied to the global 
deep state. 
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“Up until the papacy of Benedict XVI, the papacy had not made any agreements with 
the Beijing dictatorship, and the Roman Pontiff retained the exclusive right to appoint 
bishops and govern dioceses,” the archbishop continued. 
 
The Vatican and China entered into an unpublished agreement in 2018 which gave the 
Chinese regime the authority to appoint bishops and granted the Pope the right to veto 
its appointments, according to a 2019 report (pdf) of the U.S. Congressional-Executive 
Commission on China. The agreement was extended in October 2020 for another two 
years. 
 
“The dictatorship of the Chinese Communist Party [CCP] is allied to the global deep 
state on the one hand so that together they can attain the goals that they have in 
common.” On the other hand, the deep state’s plans for the Great Reset are an 
opportunity for the CCP to increase the economic power of China in the world, 
beginning with the invasion of national markets, Vigano said. 
 
“China is pursuing a domestic plan to restore the Maoist tyranny, which requires the 
cancellation of religions (primarily the Catholic religion), replacing them with a religion of 
the state which definitely has many elements in common with the universal religion 
desired by globalist ideology,” Vigano continued. 
 
Vigano praised Cardinal Joseph Zen, the bishop emeritus of Hong Kong, who 
advocated against the Vatican-China deal calling the cardinal “an eminent confessor of 
the faith.” 
 
Before the agreement extension, Zen traveled to the Vatican with plans to meet with the 
Pope to update him on the situation in Hong Kong and the Catholic Church in China. 
However, Zen was not granted an audience with Pope Francis. 
 
“The idea of striking accords with Beijing is insane,” Zen told Daily Compass about the 
Vatican-China deal. “It’s like trying to make a pact with the devil.”  
 
Vigano criticized the European Union for its recent business investment deal with the 
Chinese communist regime known for systematic violations of human rights and violent 
repression against dissent. As a part of the deal concluded at the end of December the 
Chinese regime made commitments to improve market access for EU investors.  
 
 In January 2017 at the World Economic Forum held in Davos, Switzerland, Chinese 
Communist Party’s General Secretary, Xi Jinping gave a speech which was lauded by 
all attendees, Steve Bannon, former White House Chief Strategist and host of “War 
Room” told The Epoch Times. 
 
The meeting in Davos is “the most elitist gathering of the world’s financial business and 
political and cultural community that exists,” he said. 
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In his speech, Xi touted the globalization projects and China’s role as the railhead of 
them, seeing other countries as “all kinds of tributary states” and telling the audience the 
projects will allow them “to make more money than ever,” Bannon said. 
 
However Xi foresaw one problem which could hamper those projects: populist 
nationalism, Bannon said. “All the unwashed masses who are not trained or not elites 
like [the audience] want to have a say,” Bannon said, explaining Xi’s reasoning. 
 
U.S. President Donald Trump takes the oath of office on the West Front of the U.S. 
Capitol in Washington on Jan. 20, 2017. Three days later President Donald Trump gave 
his famous American carnage speech at his inaugural ceremony. His speech was at its 
heart the concept of a sovereign nation-state, “a defense of the nation-state, a nation-
state as a unit, that man can get the most freedom in a very imperfect world, [man] can 
have the most freedom possible,” Bannon said describing Trump’s vision presented in 
the speech as a nationalist project. 
 
Every person participating in the annual WEF meeting in Davos knows all about the 
concentration camps for Uyghurs, persecution of house Christians, forced organ 
harvesting, the suppression of the underground Catholic church, the suppression and 
the torture of the Falun Gong, and the democracy movement, and the situation in Hong 
Kong—they have perfect information on everything and they don’t care, he said. 
 
The Chinese business model is based on the slave labor of the people of China, who 
are underpaid and forced to work incredible hours in factories, Bannon said. 
 
“The slave labor of China goes throughout the world as export and allows the world’s 
workers whether they’re in India, or Western Europe or the United States to never get 
pay raises. This was the miracle of Donald Trump to actually get blue-collar workers to 
pay raises,” Bannon said. 
 
These two speeches represent “two diametrically opposed ways that the world should 
be organized. One is based upon hundreds of years of freedom as imperfect as it’s 
been, right, versus a totalitarian,” Bannon said. 
 
The Great Reset is a concept to move from “shareholder capitalism” to “stakeholder 
capitalism,” using wealth taxes, regulation, and fiscal policies geared toward equality 
and sustainability, promoting more equitable outcomes, and using the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution to address health and social challenges, Klaus Schwab, the founder and 
Executive Chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF) explained on the 
organization’s website. 
 
“Now is the time for a Great Reset,” Schwab, a Professor of Business Policy at the 
University of Geneva and a co-author of the book “The Great Reset,” announced on the 
WEF website in June 2020. 
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“The changes we have already seen in response to COVID-19 prove that a reset of our 
economic and social foundations is possible,” Schwab said. 
 
The Fourth Industrial Revolution will incorporate mobile devices, with unprecedented 
processing power, storage capacity, and access to knowledge to give governments 
“new technological powers to increase their control over populations, based on 
pervasive surveillance systems and the ability to control digital infrastructure,” Schwab 
wrote. 
 
It will also pose challenges to people’s privacy because the tracking and sharing of 
information about people is a crucial part of the new connectivity, Schwab wrote. “The 
revolutions occurring in biotechnology and Artificial Intelligence (AI) … will compel us to 
redefine our moral and ethical boundaries,” Schwab added. 
 
The Great Reset architects use the mainstream media as an indispensable ally to make 
people believe “that the radical changes they want to impose have been made 
necessary by a pandemic, by climate change, and by technological progress,” Vigano 
said. 
 
Schwab wrote, “We must build entirely new foundations for our economic and social 
systems,” to address crises caused by the pandemic, climate change, and social crisis. 
 
“We must all become aware of how much the proponents of the New World Order and 
the Great Reset hate the inalienable values of our Greco-Christian civilization, such as 
religion, the family, respect for life and the inviolable rights of the human person, and 
national sovereignty,” the archbishop said.  
 
An interesting fact that came out of the protestors entering the Capitol, Nancy Pelosi 
and a number of Leftist communist Democrats ran for their lives.  In the process, she 
and others left their laptop computers behind.  At least 13 were confiscated and turned 
over to President Trump’s people.  The icing on the cake comes with what they found 
on those 13 laptops.  Speaker of the House computer was open to an email to her 
Chinese communist contacts, and President Trump throughout the past four years has 
said “We have it all”.  This just may be an understatement by what they found on those 
laptops! 
 
As one can surmise, this is a global war or revolution, President Trump’s “Nationalism” 
vs. the Vatican’s “Globalism”.  The Bible provides us a sketchy outline, and yet points to 
our ultimate Rapture from what we see as the “Days of Sorrow”.  Whether the President 
succeeds or not is clearly in the hands of God, and the believer in Jesus Christ as the 
answer are assured of “Deliverance before Judgment!” 
 
Blessings,  
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Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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